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Abstract
An important part of the Technical Inheritance approach are suited methods and algorithms for
analyzing the data of manufacturing and usage of components, as well as methods for assessing the
current state of the component during operation and predicting its residual life. In this paper we are
going to describe the concept of TI as a process model and the main challenge of how to collect and
analyse data, paying special attention to one aspect of the approach - forecasting the residual resource
of a component under conditions of intense random loading.
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1. Introduction
The concept of Technical Inheritance (TI) is devoted to the development of an approach of collecting
and analysing data at different phases of the product life cycle with the aim of developing, producing
and operating new generations of a product based on the life cycle data of previous generations which
are more adapted to new requirements of the actual environment.
Special attention should be paid to the process of designing new product or component generations by
using collected data and structured information obtained as a result of their analysis. It has to be taken
into account, that many components in operation are subjected to conditions of a complex dynamic or
cyclic loading. Frequently, the causes of premature failure of such elements are short-term peak loads
or accumulated fatigue damage. Even if at the design stage of a component various measures to reduce
the effect of peak loads on the reliability of the component can be taken, a warning regarding the
occurring fatigue failure at this stage is a fairly complex task.
In the following, we describe an integrated approach to develop, produce and operate products or
components, called TI, which includes CAD modeling of the component, optimization of the model
using methods of data analysis and the finite element method and taking into account usage data about
loads of previous generations of the component as well as analysed data obtained during monitoring the
manufacturing and usage of the component. The process of fatigue accumulation and material
degradation can be tracked during the operation of a component by monitoring and controlling the
planned diagnostic parameters. Within the framework of the presented methodology, based on the data
collected at the operational stage, the residual life of the component under intensive random loading can
be predicted and the information relevant for the development of next generations of components can
be recognized.
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2. Paradigm of Technical Inheritance
One central point of the fourth industrial revolution are smart systems, products or components that are
configured or adapted to new tasks, that serve and analyse themselves and can change their processing
depending on the environment’s requirements. Mechanisms and methods for collecting and analysing
data in such components must be provided already at the stage of the development.
TI is defined as a transfer of assembled and verified information from manufacturing, usage and
application to the next component generation (Lachmayer et al., 2014a). The purpose of TI is the
development of new generations of a component adapted to new or changed requirements on the basis
of information from the development, manufacturing and exploitation of the existing generations of the
product or component. Hence, we can speak of the evolution of technical products or components. By
means of the processes of TI, information should be generated in a product-specific manner, which in
this way creates a great advantage for the development of new generations of a component. Evolutionary
adaptation of the technical system includes an inverse information relationship, providing a suitable
response of complex self-controlled systems to changing environmental conditions. In the general
context of TI, adaptation is the development of a new generation of components, adapted to new
requirements of the environment and the user. The information is stored in appropriate databases. Each
new generation of a component, passing in its life cycle through the phases of development,
manufacturing and usage, generates its own information (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Evolutionary adaptation of a component (Mozgova et al., 2017)
Each population consists of several generations of a product. A generation is the group of individuals
with the same level of development. The individual is the smallest considered technical system, product,
component, process or model in a population (Lachmayer et al., 2015; Demminger et al., 2016).
Since methods for collecting data of the manufacturing and usage of a component are considered within
the context of TI, the development process itself is iterative and includes the phases of developing and
optimizing the geometry of the component as well as selecting appropriate materials and types and
locations of sensors. The sensors can be inherent, for example, when using components made of
materials with sensory properties, or can be external (Barton, et al. 2016; Gottwald, 2016).
Each phase of development is iterative. Thus, by developing and optimizing the geometry of a
component, material properties are taken into account. The choice of the sensor type, in turn, depends
on the material and the geometry of the component. The position of the sensors, for example on the
component surface, should be planned not only to take into account locations of critical or characteristic
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loadings, but also the sensor availability regarding data reading and preventive maintenance, repair or
replacement. This in turn can require changes in the component’s geometry.
An important challenge in linking and reusing information lies in the definition of a flexible data format,
since additional information forms have to be integrated into the existing format during the lifecycle as
well as in subsequent component generations. For a structured information exchange, an XML-based
data exchange format can be used, which features a hierarchical structure and includes different levels:
a component level (component in complete condition), a functional assembly level, a component level
and a design element level. The application of a developed XML-based format for data exchange is
described more in detail in (Denkena et al., 2016).

2.1. Collecting data and monitoring the current state of the component
The general scheme of the approach to develop a new generation of a component based on data collected
during the exploitation of previous generations is depicted in Figure 2. The approach involves taking
into account manufacturing restrictions in the context of product and component development
(Gembarski et al., 2016), analysing data of the component usage (Lachmayer et al., 2014b), monitoring
and controlling the current state of the component as well as analysing the results of usage
(Schubert et al., 2013). By monitoring, carried out primarily for the main components, the current
technical conditions can be evaluated and the residual lifetime of the element can be predicted.

Figure 2. Algorithmized information feedback from the product life cycle
The effectiveness of this approach was illustrated at the example of an information based data feedback
and the development of a new generation of a wheel carrier (Lachmayer et al., 2013). Currently, aspects
of storage of relevant information by using this approach in the context of the development and operation
of components, which have the ability to collect data, for example, using additional intelligent units, are
being studied in (Scheidel et al., 2017).
The approach involves testing the component geometry during the usage phase or on the test bench,
analysing collected data and developing a new generation of the component, specifying the type and
location of the loads, the types, directions and places of force application and the kind and sizes of the
moments based on the analyzed data. During the development process of a new generation, a selection
of suited materials and the type and location of the sensors as well as choosing or correcting the data
modeling and analysis algorithms is required.
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3. Operative analysis of the state of the component and a method for prediction
of the residual lifetime
Most of the components of modern driving systems are operated under complex dynamic loading
conditions. Even if it is possible to provide various methods and technologies to reduce the effect of
peak loads on the reliability of elements at the design stage, it is a fairly complex task to predict and
prevent fatigue failure by suited measures at this stage.
The process of material degradation, which is the subject of study of many scientists (Zhou et al., 2011;
Bian et al., 2015) can be tracked during the operation phase of structural elements through the control
of relevant diagnostic parameters (Goto and Tsukamoto, 2012; Bian et al., 2015).
By means of such a control, which is carried out primarily for indispensable structural components, it is
possible not only to estimate the current technical state, but also to predict the residual lifetime of the
component by extrapolating the analytical dependencies approximating the history of change of the
diagnosed parameters under the assumption that the maximum permissible values are known.
This article is devoted to this problem. The solution of this problem is based on previously published
results (Lachmayer et al., 2018), which describe the method of identifying loads on the component
according to suited sensory data.

3.1. Formulation of the problem
Calculation of the measure of accumulated fatigue micro damages D is carried out for a part whose
geometry, mechanical material characteristics, attachment variants and the position of the system of R
applied external forces Fr ( t ) , are given, where t denotes the time.
The laws of time variation of these forces are not known, but it is believed that they can be recovered
from the readings of S sensors recording the deformation of the component at S positions according
to the functions Es (T ) , s  1,S . The task is to develop a methodology for calculating the amount of
accumulated fatigue damage D of a component during its operation such that the functions Es (t ) are
known, and all dynamic processes are linear. It should be noted that the residual life of the component
can be indirectly estimated by the criterion of its fatigue strength that is the current value of the parameter
D , where its limiting value equals 1.

3.2. Endurance calculation
The classical methodology for calculating multicycle fatigue of a component subject to random,
irregular loading is based on the assumption that the entire loading history is a collection of identical
blocks within which the functions Fr ( t ) are known. In engineering practice, the most widespread is the
linear model of summation of fatigue damages of Palmgren-Miner (Collins, 1993).
The measure of damage in the material of a component in the calculation area for a single loading block
is designated as a dimensionless quantity D . The calculation of D for a particular region is carried
out by means of the history of the change of the equivalent stress  e ( t ) in the time block with the
duration T , which is due to the action of the external loads Fr ( t ) . The function  e ( t ) can be
calculated using methods of mathematical modeling.
Since most of the experimental data, for which further calculations were made, was obtained for the
symmetric regular changes of equivalent stress during the time, the first stage involves a transfer from
the original history of  e ( t ) to an uniaxial equivalent stress ̂ with the same damaging action. For
this, using the rainflow counting method (Köhler et al., 2012), the history of equivalent stress  e ( t ) is
schematized by replacing the original random function to an ordered step-function with fixed
parameters. Thus, we obtain a matrix containing detailed information about the allocated stress blocks.
This matrix depicts the original history  e ( t ) as a set of asymmetric modes of equivalent stress
variation.
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In the second stage, the conversion to the equivalent (in the sense of the inserted fatigue damage)
symmetric mode is performed. As a result, we get a new search history of the stress change ̂ , which
has the form of a stepped histogram, within each step of which the equivalent stress is regular.
At the final stage, a direct calculation of fatigue damage D is possible and the approximate number of
blocks before appearance of fatigue failure can be determined by the ratio   1 D .
With a random dynamic load whose time variation can't be represented as a collection of periodically
repeating identical blocks, the calculation of fatigue strength is often carried out by means of the
probabilistic laws of distribution of the loading maxima.
An alternative approach assumes a direct identification of the values of these loads according to the data
from corresponding sensors. In accordance with the approach described by Lachmayer et al. (Lachmayer
et al., 2018), the identification of a system from R unknown forces can be realized in real time,
assuming that dynamic processes can be considered quasi-static, according to the data from S sensors
whose values are an indirect demonstration of the sought forces. In this case, the transformation formula
for each step in time m  1..M , M  T j t , can be written as follows in the matrix form:
1

Fm   A T A  C A T  E m

(1)

Here, the index T denotes the transpose operation, where Em and Fm are column matrices with sizes
S and R containing the sensor data; A is the ( S  R ) -matrix of the sensitivity coefficients as,r , which
reflect the response of the S -ith sensor to a single r action, as,r  Es if Fr  1 and F j  r  0 ; s  1,S ,
r, j  1,R ,   0 is the parameter of regularization, C is the unit matrix R R .

The elements of the matrices Em , Fm and A are defined by the expressions:

(2)

The procedure for calculating the fatigue strength for such a random, non-periodic external loading can
be constructed on the fact that the usage of the component is divided into finite time intervals with the
duration T j , for which the history of the stress  ej changes can be formed for the selected area of the
component.
On the basis of the assumption that the fatigue damages are of a cumulative nature, the measure of the
total fatigue damage D in the investigated area of the component for the current time of operation of
the component T   T j will be the sum D j of the values calculated in the previous steps D   D j
j

j

As a result, the residual life of the component can be indirectly estimated by the minimum value of the
difference 1 D .
The calculation procedure of D j assumes the existence of information about the history  ej ( t ) in the
j -th time interval with the duration T j . Obviously, the law of its change in this case can't be predicted
in advance, and it is rather problematic to calculate D j for all positions of the component. Justified is

the calculation only for the most loaded zones of the component, in which the probability of fatigue
failure is maximal. Obviously, there can be several such zones. The positions of these zones can be
established both from the experience of operating this component and by the finite element method. The
implementation of this approach will be described in the next paragraph at the example of a wheel carrier
of a racing car. The calculation of the stresses  ej ( mt ) can be substantially simplified if we use the
assumption that the reaction of the parameters of the stress-strain state to external influences is linear
and the superposition principle is valid.
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If we relate the component under consideration to a Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz , and denote the
stress state at the investigated point under the action of the r -th unit force ( Fr  1; F j r  0 ) by the vector





σ( r )  σ(xxr ) σ(yyr ) σ(zzr ) σ(xyr ) σ(yzr ) σ(xzr ) , where σ*( r ) are components of the stress tensor, then the stress

state at this point, determined by the stress tensor σ( t )   xx ( t )  yy ( t )  zz ( t )  xy ( t )  yz ( t )  xz ( t )  will
be a linear combination of stress states σ( r ) :
R

σ( t )   F( t )σ( r ) .

(3)

r 1

The equivalent stress can be calculated as
 e  sign 1   3 

   
1

2

 2   2   3  2   1   3  2

 2,

(4)

where 1 ,  2 and 3 are main stresses ( 1   2   3 ).
Thus, having data available from S sensors in the j -th time interval T j , it is possible to restore both
the values at each time step of the external forces R (Equation 1) and the equivalent stresses  ej ( t )
arising in the investigated positions of interest (Equations 3 and 4). The values of the sensitivity
(r )
coefficients as,r and the components of the stress tensors σ* required for this calculation can be
obtained by the finite element method.

3.3. Results of applying the method
During the numerical experiments the problem of calculating the accumulated damage was realised for
the first component generation (Figure 3, a). The time variation of the stress-strain state of the given
component is due to the action of three mutually perpendicular forces Fr (t ) ; r  1,R ; R  3 , which are
attached to the lower part of the component as depicted. The part is rigidly fixed on the supporting
cylindrical surface O.
The physical and geometric characteristics of the material of the component are known: U =274 MPa;
 1 =55 MPa; Y =112 MPa. The forces Fr (t ) can be identified by the data from four sensors
( S  4 ) measuring the deformations Es (t ) , s  1,S in the zones indicated in Figure 3, a, labelled by
black rectangles A, B, C and D. The choice of these zones, the measuring axes of the sensors and the
possible positions of failure with a maximum fatigue damage (point I in the Figure 3, a) were determined
by the finite element method (Figure 1, b, for the case F2  1 ) based on the analysis of the results of R
calculations of the distributions of the main directions of deformations in the component by the
application of the r -th unit force ( Fr  1 , F j  r  0 , r  1,R ).
The dimensions and the order of the finite elements were chosen from the condition of convergence of
the results. The values of the elements of the matrix of coefficients A and the vector σ( r ) were
determined by averaging the strain values and mechanical stresses in the nodes of the calculated regions
(A, B, C, D and I) by the finite element model. The following results were obtained (Lachmayer et al.,
2018):
4.4
8 1.24
A 10 
9.63

0.76

29.8
17.6
1.24
7.1


3.4
σ 1  1027 660 2895 38 65 1509Pa,

1.0
 
; σ 2  1027 3044 19661 534 1247 10773Pa,
3.9
 

σ 3  443 218 1176 31 59 635Pa.
6.43

(5)

The functions Es ( t ) , s  1,S used to identify the loads Fr (t ) , r  1,R acting on the component and the
subsequent stress calculation were chosen as shown in Figure 3, c, curves 1-4, according to the obtained
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experimentally data. The duration of the load unit under investigation T is 200 s, the time step t is
constant and equals to 0.1 s ( tm  mt,m  0,1,...,T t ).

Figure 3. Example of using the method: a) first generation component with defined
sensors positions; b) positions of a maximum fatigue damage;
с) experimentally obtained values of the deformation of the component at given positions;
d) history of stress changes
(r )
Having the values Em s  Es ( tm ) (Figure 3, c), the matrix A and the vectors σ , r  1,R , the

approximate values of the function  e ( tm ) were determined at the calculated moments of time t  tm .
The results of the calculation are depicted in Figure 3, d. The subsequent processing according to the
equations of the preceding paragraph gave a resulting fatigue damage of D  6.6 104 .

4. Conclusion
The approach of storage and transfer of information attained during the life cycle of a component with
the goal of a subsequent use to develop a new generation of a product is called Technical Inheritance.
The important aspect of this developed approach is the organization and support of an algorithmic data
feedback of life cycle information. Thus, the design of a new generation of a product is based on
information purposefully collected during the manufacturing and usage of previous generations.
The advantage and one of the main objectives of TI is the creation of the next generation of a component
improvingly adapted to the requirements of the environment and based on collected usage data of
previous generations of components.
The developed approach includes a method to analyse the current state of a component and to predict
its residual life. The advantages of the method presented are the possibility of estimating the fatigue
damage accumulated by the component according to the data from the applied sensors as well as through
the described algorithm, the possibility to approximately restore the history of the stress state change at
pre-selected points and to collect data about the acting component loads and ranges of their variations.
These values can be used to improve the calculation of the residual life by computational methods and
for the development of new generations of components.
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